Building tailored software systems for a particular application domain is a complex task. For this reason, domain-specific languages (DSLs) receive a constantly growing attention in recent years. So far the main focus of DSL research is on case studies and experience reports for the development of individual DSLs, design approaches and implementation techniques for DSLs, and the integration of DSLs with other software development approaches on a technical level. In this paper, we identify and describe the different activities that we conduct when engineering a DSL, and describe how these activities can be combined in order to define a tailored DSL engineering process. Our research results are based on the experiences we gained from multiple different DSL development projects and prototyping experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Software engineers have to deal with a wide variety of application domains originating from diverse economic and industrial sectors, such as airline companies, banks, car manufacturers, can be applied. This includes a process aspect, similar to our work. However, the named pattern languages rather focus on specific design issues, whereas our approach focuses on describing the overall micro-process for DSL development.
The patterns for the design and implementation of DSLs by Spinellis [14] have been used by Mernik et al. [2] , who provide a survey of decision factors for the decision, analysis, design, and implementation phases of DSL development. These decision factors can be considered during the DSL development. For example, the decision factor Notation deals with the consideration whether the DSL should provide a new or existing domain notation. For a few decision factors, Mernik et al. suggest implementation guidelines, which describe a process aspect. This process aspect focuses on the general design decision and implementation issue, and not the general DSL development micro-process as in our approach.
In addition to our approach and the different patterns' approaches, some other contributions are also based on observations from practical DSL development. For example, Luoma et al. [8] conducted a study including 23 industrial projects for the definition of domain-specific (graphical) modeling languages (DSMLs). As in our approach, a number of DSLs are systematically compared. However, only one kind of DSL development process, the language model-driven process (introduced below), is used and it focuses on the discussion of factors that drive language construct identification. Our approach also covers the integration of DSL concepts with a target platform and addresses the tailoring of the DSL development process.
Similar to patterns, lessons learned have been used as a vehicle to convey best practices of DSL development. For example, Wile [5] reports on 12 lessons learned from three DSL experiments . For each lesson he introduces a respective rule of thumb and gives an overview of the experiences that are the origin of the corresponding rule. Our approach is based on a conceptual model of DSLs that incorporates the concepts identified in the above-mentioned approaches and adds a process-oriented perspective that can be combined with these approaches. However, in general the lessons learned reported by Wile can also be observed in our projects and are hence reflected in parts of our process models.
In summary, the related work on patterns, best practices, and lessons learned in DSL development have in common with our approach that they all derive from experiences and contain some process aspects, but none of them concentrates on describing the DSL development process explicitly. They all focus only on specific, mostly technical issues, whereas our approach provides a more holistic, process-centric view.
Related work on model-driven and dynamic languages DSLs
In this paper, we especially focus on DSLs in an MDSD context and embedded DSLs for dynamic languages, as our research method is based on the observation of our experiences and most of our own projects were conducted in these fields (see also Sections 3 and 8) . A number of approaches in these fields confirm our observations and report on similar development activities as the ones we have observed in our own projects.
For example, supporting model-driven development using several DSLs implemented in Ruby [17] can be achieved by implicitly using a similar process of developing such DSLs as the one we observed in our projects. This has been demonstrated for four embedded DSLs for Ruby that support basic tasks in model-driven development: a DSL to create language models, a DSL to specify restrictions on models, a model-to-model transformation DSL, and a model-to-code for designing a DSL and provide an extensive tutorial for creating DSLs in Visual Studio. In [37] , Balasubramanian et al. describe two DSMLs that were built using GME. The process aspects of these approaches are mainly implicitly reported, e.g. via examples. These examples confirm that the named approaches follow one of the process tailorings we propose. Our paper additionally provides a systematic approach to describe the DSL engineering process-including different ways to tailor it.
Related work on grammarware DSLs
Grammarware is defined as a term that comprises grammars (such as context-free grammars or XML schemas) and grammar-dependent software (like parsers, program converters, or XML document processors) [22] . The DSLs we analyzed for this paper are mostly built using dynamic languages or model-driven tools (see also Section 8) . Hence, the grammarware approach has not been sufficiently reflected in our experiences, and it might be possible that the process models must be adapted to be used with the grammarware approach. However, as the approaches based on grammarware and model-driven development are quite close (for instance, many model-driven, textual DSL suites, such as XText of openArchitectureWare [38] , use grammarware inside), we expect the necessary alterations to be rather limited.
Approaches dealing with DSL evolution and maintenance
One important aspect of our process models is that they consider DSL evolution and maintenance as an integral part of an incremental development process. In contrast, some other approaches specifically focus on evolution and maintenance as separate aspects. For example, Bierhoff et al. [7] investigate the incremental development of a DSL based on existing example applications for a target domain. This means, they chose an application and on top of that they (ex-post) develop a DSL that is expressive enough to describe the application's functionality. This approach represents an innovative version of the 'Extracting DSL from existing system' process variant that we identified in our work (see also Section 6) . Van Deursen and Klint describe report on the experiences they gained with Risla [15] , a DSL for financial engineering, and especially focus on DSL maintenance issues. In our approach, we have incorporated some of the process aspects of maintenance through feedback loops and iterative development. Wang and Gupta [39] present an approach to rapidly adapt the DSL development environment (consisting of components like compiler, interpreter, or debugger) to changes in the respective DSL. In particular, Wang and Gupta express DSL syntax and semantics using Horn logic. Because the corresponding horn logic expressions are executable, they automatically yield an interpreter for the respective DSL. Based on this DSL interpreter and an actual DSL program, Wang and Gupta then use partial evaluation [40] to automatically generate compiled code. Each time the DSL's syntax and semantics are changed, the corresponding interpreter can be automatically derived from the changed horn logic specification. Our approach deals with DSL evolution in terms of feedback loops and iterative development. Hence, the approach by Wang and Gupta can be seen as a specific concretization of some steps in our development process.
In our approach, in contrast to the above-mentioned approaches, maintenance and evolution of DSLs are not considered as separate process aspects, but rather as an integral aspect of incremental DSL development. Apart from this aspect, all named maintenance and evolution approaches can be integrated with our DSL engineering process. A DSL is a tailor-made (computer) language for a specific problem domain. In this sense, DSLs differ from GPLs, such as C, C#, Java, Perl, Ruby, or Tcl, that can be applied to arbitrary problem domains. In particular, DSLs are often not Turing complete, and they only provide abstractions suitable for one particular problem domain. However, this specialization results in significant gains in expressiveness and ease of use in the DSL's application domain compared with a GPL (see, e.g. [2, 8] ): Owing to this expressiveness, a user typically needs to use less language instructions to achieve a certain result in a DSL, compared with achieving the same result in GPLs. A significantly smaller number of instructions lead to programs that are more easy to read and comprehend.
One of the very first papers describing the idea of defining tailored (programming) languages from a set of predefined primitives was presented by Landin [28] . In recent years, DSLs received a constantly growing attention, especially in the area of MDSD, see, e.g. [1, 3, 18, 41, 42] . The basic idea of DSLs, however, already has a long history (see, e.g. [43, 44] ). In the Unix context, for example, DSLs have a tradition as so-called 'little languages' or 'mini languages' (see [43, 45] ), and in the context of languages such as Common Lisp the development of 'embedded languages' is promoted (see [46] ). Other popular examples of DSLs are L A T E X for Typesetting [47, 48] , HTML for hypertext web pages [49] , the (extended) Backus-Naur Form (BNF) for syntax specification [50], or SQL for database queries and manipulation [51, 52] .
In general, DSLs can be designed and used on different abstraction layers, ranging from DSLs for technical tasks to DSLs for tasks on the business-level. Thus, DSLs can be defined for non-technical stakeholders, such as business analysts or biologists, for example. In general, a DSL makes domain knowledge explicit. That is, the DSL is built so that domain experts can understand and modify DSL code to phrase domain-specific statements that are understood by an information system. An important design principle of DSLs is, therefore, to keep the DSL as simple as possible while making it as powerful as needed.
For the purposes of this paper, we distinguish three main areas for the development of DSLs:
• DSLs in MDSD: here DSLs are often defined as DSMLs that include an infrastructure for the automated transformation of DSL-based models to source code artifacts (see, e.g. [1, 3, 18, 38, 41, 42] ).
• DSLs as extensions of (dynamic) programming languages: here DSLs are domain-specific extensions for GPLs (see, e.g. [4, 17, 29, 53] ). Such DSLs are defined as embedded languages that use the language infrastructure of their host language and extend the host language with DSL abstractions.
• DSLs in the grammarware context: here DSLs are based on grammar formalisms and grammar notations and are often specified for the definition of special-purpose document types, for example defined via XML schemas (see, e.g. [22] ).
In actual engineering projects, these three areas are not disjunct but may have significant overlaps (for instance, many model-driven, textual DSL suites, such as XText of openArchitectureWare [38] , use grammarware inside). As mentioned above, our experiences in developing DSLs result from projects that either applied MDSD techniques, defined on an embedded DSL as an extension for a dynamic programming language, or combined these two approaches (see also Section 8) . Therefore, we do not explicitly address the grammarware view on DSLs, even if some of our findings may also be applicable to this field of research as well. Figure 1 . Domain-specific languages: artifacts. Figure 1 depicts the main DSL artifacts and their relations ‡ . From a language user's point of view, the DSL consists of language elements. The definition of these language elements is provided by the language model. The DSL's language model specifies elements from the DSL's target domain. Some authors also call the language model the abstract syntax of the DSL (see, e.g. [18] ). In essence, the language model is a composite model that consists of three sub-models (see Figure 1) .
The core language model captures all relevant domain abstractions and specifies the relations between these abstractions. In particular, these abstractions refer to elements of the DSL's target domain. Examples of domain abstractions are account, bond, client, fund, stock, or stock order in the banking domain; pre-condition, post-condition, test case, or test result in the domain of software testing; role, subject, permission, or constraint in the domain of access control. The DSL's core language model thus formalizes domain-specific knowledge and must be validated by domain experts. The core language model can be defined using any suitable modeling language, such as the UML [30] and UML extensions. Depending on the type of DSL, the core language model can either be a meta-model or an ordinary model.
The language model constraints, also referred to as (additional) static semantics, are essentially a part of the DSL language model (see Figure 1 ). They express invariants on elements of the core language model and/or on relations between those elements and thereby define semantics that cannot be expressed directly in the (graphical) core language model. An example from the access control domain would be an invariant that defines that two mutual exclusive roles must never be assigned to the same user (see also Section 7). Usually, constraints are provided in a formal constraint language. If the core language model is defined using the UML, for example, such constraints can be specified using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [54] . Please note that some language model constraints can also be given as informal text, for instance if it is impossible to express a certain constraint with a particular formal constraint language. The downside of this option is that we then cannot use software tools for an automatic handling and checking of such informal constraints.
The DSL behavior specification, sometimes also referred to as dynamic semantics, is a part of the language model and defines the (behavioral) effects that result from using a DSL language element. Moreover, it defines how the DSL language elements can interact at runtime. The behavior can be specified in many different ways, ranging from high-level control flow models, over detailed behavioral models, to a precise textual specification.
In addition to the artifacts specifying the abstract syntax of the DSL, each DSL needs a concrete syntax to use the DSL in a certain system environment. A concrete syntax represents the abstractions defined through the DSL's abstract syntax, and each DSL can have multiple concrete syntaxes, e.g. a graphical syntax and a textual syntax, or a syntax for human users and a syntax for interacting software components.
The concrete syntax serves as the DSL's interface. Thus, the definition of the concrete syntax(es) is especially important from the DSL user perspective. In case a DSL is primarily built for nonprogrammer human users, usability properties of this interface, such as being simple and intuitive, are of central importance. In an ideal case, the concrete syntax is therefore, both, convenient for human users and easy to process by software components. If a DSL is primarily built for technical experts and/or machine interaction, however, a more complex concrete syntax may be acceptable or useful.
Transformations are defined to transform DSL code written in a concrete syntax to another model representation or to (programming language) code that can be executed on a specific platform (see Figure 2 ). In general, a transformation is a directive that defines how one (model) format is to be transformed to another (model) format (see, e.g. [55, 56] ).
A platform consists of software building blocks that provide functions to implement the DSL's semantics in a specific system environment. The platform consists of generic platform artifacts, such as programming languages and frameworks (for example based on the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) technology or Microsoft .NET), as well as DSL-specific platform artifacts (i.e. parts of the software platform that need to be implemented or integrated into a generic platform just to support the DSL). Figure 2 ) and result in generated artifacts (such as Java, C#, or Ruby code for example) based on the respective platform (see, e.g. [1, 3, 57] ). Note that often repeated transformations to intermediate formats are conducted, before machine code is generated that can actually be executed on a certain processor hardware. However, after transforming DSL code written in a concrete syntax to platform-specific artifacts, the remaining transformations are typically executed by standard tools of the target platform, such as compilers or interpreters (examples are a C compiler or a Tcl interpreter).
Two different styles of DSLs can be distinguished with regard to the implementation approach of the DSL (see, e.g. [14, 16] ):
• An embedded DSL (also called internal DSL) is defined as an extension to an existing GPL and uses the syntactic elements of the underlying (host) language. In [2] , the approach of building an embedded DSL is called 'language exploitation'. An embedded DSL can directly access all features of the host language including libraries, frameworks, or other platform-specific components. Moreover, the tools (e.g. editor, debugger, compiler, or interpreter) available for the host language (or platform) can directly be used when working with the DSL. Thus, it is often not necessary to define transformations or to build an extra generator for an embedded DSL, even though it is possible, of course. In particular, the compiler or interpreter of the host language serves as DSL generator or it is an essential part of the DSL generator. Typical examples of embedded DSLs are the DSLs provided in the Ruby on Rails framework, the Ruby DSLs described in [29] , and the Haskel example presented in [11] .
• An external DSL is defined in a different format than the intended target language(s) and can use all kinds of syntactical elements (independent of any other language). In [2] , the approach of building an external DSL is called 'language invention'. External DSLs come with the advantage that DSL designers may define any possible syntax, be it textual or graphical, without considering the syntactical particularities of a given host language. Thus, an external DSL is not bound to a certain host language or platform but can be mapped to different target platforms via transformations. In an external DSL, only the language elements exposed by the concrete syntax are available to the DSL user. Hence, it is impossible to use a feature accidentally that is not part of the DSL (as it could happen in embedded DSLs). Typical examples of textual external DSLs are DSLs developed using openArchitectureWare's XText framework [38] or Microsofts' OSLO framework [58] , and many examples of graphical DSLs such as the DSMLs presented in [1] .
APPROACH OVERVIEW
In the previous section, we have discussed different facets of DSLs and essential DSL concepts. While these facets are more or less well understood, a major issue remains: What are the steps necessary to systematically create a DSL? We conducted many projects where we built different types of DSLs (see Section 8) . From these experiences, we can say that the development process of our different DSLs usually consisted of more or less the same realization activities. Hence, our approach is to describe these activities and to identify their interdependencies. In particular, we identified the four main activities summarized in Table I (see also Figure 3 ). Details on these main activities and the corresponding sub-activities are described in Section 5. In our experience, DSL development is an explorative, iterative process in most cases. Unfortunately, for different DSLs developed in different application contexts, the order in which these activities need to be performed, and the exact steps that must be executed to perform the activities, can change significantly (see Section 6) . Influencing factors are, for example, the size or impact of the DSL, the size of the corresponding development project, the involvement of the various DSL stakeholders (especially the domain experts), and the type of development process that is used in the DSL project (see Section 8 for examples on how these factors have influenced the DSLs we have built in our projects). As DSLs are usually developed in the context of larger projects or existing software products, often these influencing factors are predetermined and cannot easily be changed or adapted for the DSL development. However, in any case a systematic process, including all required activities, is useful to guide DSL developers. For these reasons, our general approach to DSL development consists of two major tasks:
1. Tailor the DSL engineering process to the project's context. 2. Apply the tailored DSL engineering process to develop the DSL.
It often makes sense to further refine a tailored DSL engineering process during its application phase in order to improve the process and/or adapt it to the environment in which it is performed (see Section 6). Some prototypical examples of tailored DSL engineering processes that we identified in our projects are sketched below:
• Language model driven: In this type of DSL engineering process, the language model definition drives the DSL development. That is, first the core language model is defined to reflect all relevant domain abstractions, then the concrete syntax is defined along with the DSL's behavior, and finally the DSL is mapped to the platform/infrastructure on which the DSL runs. Like all other process variants, the language model-driven process is working incrementally. This means, incremental refinements, iterations, and feedback loops are applied whenever necessary, for instance to correct mistakes or to refine the results of prior activities. The language modeldriven process variant can be further tailored by specifying how large the increment defined in an iteration is-ranging from larger language model chunks that are defined in one batch to an own iteration of the process for every single language model element.
• Mockup language: To raise the participation of domain experts, it is also possible to start DSL development with the concrete syntax design and then distill the abstract syntax and semantics from this concrete syntax. In particular, the concrete syntax is developed together with domain experts by utilizing the domain experts' domain knowledge. Next, a first prototype implementation of the resulting mockup language is developed. The prototype then serves as a means to perform acceptance testing activities, and to further refine and tailor the concrete syntax to the domain experts' needs.
• Extract DSL from existing system: Sometimes an existing software system should (ex post) be provided with a DSL. That is, the domain abstractions for the DSL can be derived directly from the existing system. In this case, it makes sense to first elicit the language model elements from the abstractions given in that system. If the architecture of the corresponding software system is documented (e.g. using a graphical modeling language such as the UML), this architecture description can be a valuable source for the elicitation of domain abstractions.
In our experience, the language model-driven process is well suited for explanatory purposes-it proceeds in a top-down fashion, which is easy to understand and follow in a documentation. Thus, even if the DSL is defined using some other tailored process variant, it makes sense to document or explain the DSL with the language model-driven process. In our experience, the language modeldriven process is also well suited to be applied to small projects, where the DSL developers are domain experts themselves and in which the DSL is developed from scratch (for example, when developing technical DSLs for software developers).
In Section 5, we will use the language model-driven process variant to explain the different activities of DSL development. In addition, we describe interdependencies of these activities in terms of inputs required and outputs provided by the activities.
Our approach mainly aims at the engineering activities for developing a DSL-in particular, we describe the recurring development activities that we identified in our DSL projects. Nevertheless, other development activities must also be performed, such as defining/selecting the software development tools and techniques, or project management activities to involve and coordinate different stakeholders. However, in our experiences such aspects are often determined through the general purpose software development process that is applied in a particular project, such as the UP [20] or agile processes such as XP [21] . Therefore, such general-purpose development activities are not in focus of our engineering approach. That is, our activities for DSL engineering do not define a complete software development process, but rather a micro-process that can be plugged into these general-purpose processes. The (considerable) differences between general-purpose software development processes are an important reason why our micro-process must be tailored before it can be applied in a concrete project (see Section 6). Figure 3 shows an example tailoring of the DSL engineering process. In particular, the process in Figure 3 shows the main control and object flow of the 'Language Model-Driven Process' variant (see Section 4) . Note that it is of course possible to move back in the process at any time, for example, if an error or an incompleteness in one of the models is detected. For the sake of simplicity, however, we chose to omit the corresponding reverse links in Figure 3 and focus on the main flows. The purpose of this and the following figures in this section is two-fold:
PROCESS ACTIVITIES FOR DSL ENGINEERING-ILLUSTRATED USING A LANGUAGE MODEL-DRIVEN PROCESS

Main activity flow
• First, the figures specify each action (or sub-activity) in terms of the inputs required and the outputs provided by this particular action (or sub-activity).
• Second, the figures show one possible tailoring of the process as a control and object flow.
The purpose is to show to the reader one possible way of how to combine the DSL engineering activities and traverse through a DSL process. In particular, we use the 'Language Model-Driven Process' for explanatory purposes. Other tailored processes can be defined by combining the process activities using a different control and object flow (see Sections 4 and 6).
The 'Language Model-Driven Process' is initiated by selecting the target domain of the DSL. The first activity is to define an (initial) core language model and corresponding language model constraints for this target domain. Subsequently, the process continues with two parallel activities: the definition of the DSL's behavior and the definition of at least one concrete syntax (see Figure 3) . We suggest to conduct these activities in parallel because the behavior and the concrete syntax of a DSL may mutually affect each other. Performing the two activities in parallel is especially useful for embedded DSLs (see Section 3) because syntax and behavior of the host language have a considerable influence on the concrete syntax and behavior of the DSL. When realizing the DSL as an external DSL, these two activities may also be conducted in succession (i.e. the DSL development process can be tailored in this way). However, even if the DSL is build as an external DSL, conducting both activities in parallel is often useful because intermediate results can be exchanged to produce a concrete syntax and corresponding behavior definitions that are consistent, complete, and well integrated with each other.
After defining the DSL's behavior and concrete syntax, the fourth activity in the engineering process maps the different artifacts to the target platform (see Figure 3 ). This activity produces transformations, corresponding integration tests, and corresponding platform extensions for the DSL.
Note that an important facet of the engineering process is testing and each of the main activities includes sub-activities to check the respective DSL artifacts on different levels of abstraction. For example, whenever a running piece of code is produced, it should be unit tested. In general, there are many kinds of code artifacts that could be produced during a DSL engineering process, such as a language model element with an API, a concrete syntax element, a grammar, a transformation template, or a method for producing a part of an intermediary language. In addition to unit testing, DSL integration testing checks if different DSL artifacts interact as specified. In Section 5.5, we introduce integration tests as part of the DSL-to-platform integration activity. This is because integration tests can only be run successfully if all parts of the platform that are related to the respective integration test are available. Integration tests are especially derived from the DSL's behavior specification (see Section 5.3).
In the following sections, we describe each of the four main activities in detail.
Subprocess: define DSL core language model
In this section, we explain the refinement of the main activity 'Define DSL Core Language Model' (see Figure 3) . The subprocess starts with the identification of domain abstractions (see Figure 4) . [59] [60] [61] [62] ). Subsequently, the domain abstractions are integrated with each other to build a version of the DSL core language model. Most often language models are defined using a modeling language, such as UML [30] , or a modeling framework, such as EMF [33] . In the most simple case, adding a domain abstraction means to add an additional entity (e.g. adding a class to a class model) for the respective domain abstraction and then connect it to existing entities using relationships, such as associations or generalizations. However, adding domain abstractions can also mean to refactor the core language model. For instance, a new abstraction can also be added by modifying existing entities or relationships.
Next, it is checked whether we need to define additional language model constraints or modify existing ones. Subsequent to defining the core language model and its constraints, the language model is checked for completeness and correctness from a domain-oriented perspective (not in a formal computer science sense). As a thorough core language model is essential for engineering a DSL, the software engineers must check the core language model in collaboration with domain experts. If these checks reveal an incorrectness or a missing domain abstraction, the software engineers move back to the corresponding activity to adapt the model accordingly. This cycle is repeated until the language model is accepted by the software engineers and the domain experts (see Figure 4) . We generally advise to follow the best practices described in [60] to stepwise bring the domain understanding and the technical understanding together.
Subprocess: define DSL behavior
Even though the language elements of a DSL are defined for a narrow target domain and often appear to be 'intuitively clear' to DSL designers and users, intuition may be misleading. In our experience, one of the most common sources of errors is that the software engineers believe that they understand the application domain, while this is not yet the case. Therefore, it is most often useful to explicitly define the behavior of a DSL.
The behavior definition of a DSL determines how the language elements of the DSL interact to produce the behavior intended by the DSL designers. This is not only important to the users (domain experts) of the DSL but also to the software engineers. In particular, explicitly specified behavior allows for a correct mapping of the (platform-independent) DSL specifications to a certain software platform that must behave exactly as specified.
The subprocess for the definition of DSL behavior (see Figure 5 ) starts with selecting the core language model elements for which we like to specify its behavior. In our experience, the selection is typically either a single element of the core language model or a number of related core language model elements. Only in rare cases the whole core language model is selected at once. Next, the behavior of the selected elements is defined. In general, the behavior can be specified in many different ways, ranging from high-level control flow models, over detailed behavioral models that are used for model-driven generation of the corresponding code, to a precise (executable) textual specification. Subsequently, the software engineers and domain experts check the behavior specification for domain correctness and for software-technical correctness. If an error is detected or if the behavior definition is incomplete, the software engineers move to the respective activity to adapt the definitions accordingly.
Subprocess: define DSL concrete syntax
The definition of the concrete syntax(es) of a DSL is of central importance for DSL users because it represents the 'user interface' of the language. Hence, it should be comprehensible and convenient to use for domain experts-even if actual DSL code is often written by software engineers (see also Section 3). Figure 6 . Subprocess: define DSL concrete syntax.
As discussed in Section 3, the concrete syntax of a DSL can be either graphical or textual. In addition, we further distinguish embedded DSLs and external DSLs. Moreover, some DSLs have only one concrete syntax, while others have more than one (e.g. a graphical and a textual syntax). Hence, the realization techniques for implementing concrete DSL syntaxes include implementing a GUI editor, implementing a grammar and a parser, or extending an interpreter, for example. Even though these realization alternatives are highly different on a technical level, we can find similar engineering activities that are necessary to define the DSL's concrete syntax.
The subprocess for defining the concrete DSL syntax (see Figure 6 ) starts by defining symbols for each element of the DSL. We use the generic term 'symbol' to refer to arbitrary concrete representations of DSL elements, for example graphical symbols or textual symbols of a grammar. With regard to these symbols, DSLs should, on the one hand, try to use standard programming language conventions where possible, for example to define how comments, strings, and numbers Figure 7 . Checking concrete syntax artifacts.
are specified. On the other hand, symbols and terms familiar to the different DSL stakeholders should be used. Next, the software engineers must define the composition rules or production rules of the syntax. These rules define how the symbols can be composed to phrase legal DSL expressions. In principle, all languages have a grammar and hence production rules. However, we also use the more general term 'composition rules' here, because in some cases the grammar is not formally specified in terms of formal production rules, but rather the composition rules are just implicitly given, for instance via the implementation of a graphical tool.
The next activity then checks the concrete syntax for correctness and completeness from the point of view of the domain experts (i.e. correctness and completeness are not meant in a 'formal' sense here). This is done by interviewing and discussing the domain experts, as well as using observations and studies on their work with the DSL prototype. Moreover, domain experts check if the concrete syntax is convenient to understand and use. Figure 7 shows this activity in detail. If the concrete syntax is found to be incomplete or incorrect, the technical experts move back to the corresponding preceding activity.
Subprocess: integrate with DSL platform
The target platform of the DSL consists of two main parts: generic platform artifacts, such as programming languages and frameworks, and DSL-specific platform artifacts. Examples for generic platform parts could be EJB or Microsoft's .NET infrastructure. The DSL artifacts, such as core language model, language model constraints, behavior definition, and concrete syntax must be mapped to the corresponding platform (see Section 3).
The first activity in the subprocess is to map the DSL artifacts to the features of the platform (see Figure 8 ). That is, we first have to decide which existing platform parts can be used to realize the respective DSL artifact. Often the platform needs to be extended or adapted because feature support is missing or incomplete. This is done as a next step, if necessary-the corresponding subprocess is shown in Figure 9 . In case platform extensions must be defined, we also have to specify test cases for these platform extensions (see Figure 9 ). When testing of the platform extensions is completed, the platform extensions (and corresponding regression tests) are ready to use. Now the software engineers check again if the target platform provides all features needed by the DSL. If the platform is still missing features, additional platform extensions are defined. In many cases it is best to define the platform's interface (and the corresponding extensions) through a clear API. In some cases, a low-level DSL can be used to specify the mapping between the API and the DSL under development. Figure 9 . Subprocess: extend/adapt platform.
After all features needed for the platform are identified and implemented, DSL-to-platform transformations are defined. In case the language is defined as an embedded DSL, it is likely that this activity is very simple (see also Section 3). For external DSLs, the transformations can, for instance, be realized by defining transformation templates or transformation rules. Of course, both approaches can also be combined (for instance, transformation templates can also be used to generate code for an embedded DSL).
For external DSLs, the software engineers define transformations that convert models, which conform to the DSL's language model, to the platform (see also Section 3). These transformations should not directly rely on the concrete syntax. That is, if more than one concrete syntax is defined, the same (generic) transformations should work for all concrete syntaxes. For instance, the generator openArchitectureWare [38] requires all concrete syntaxes to be converted to EMF models, and its transformation language XPand allows developers to specify transformation templates that convert any legal EMF model to the target platform.
After defining the transformations, we specify corresponding transformation tests to assure that the generated artifacts resulting from the transformations actually behave as specified. Moreover, we define integration tests for the DSL to check that all DSL artifacts work together properly. The complete test suite of the DSL then includes various unit tests defined throughout the process, the integration tests defined in this activity, and (possibly) tests for platform extensions. In addition, the test suite may include the criteria for user acceptance tests of the concrete syntax (see Section 5.4).
Eventually, all DSL artifacts are subject to a final check conducted by technical experts and domain experts. This final check includes the repeated verification and validation of all DSL artifacts. If the language is found to be complete, the engineering process is finished and a version of the DSL is ready for use (see Figures 3 and 8 ).
TAILORING THE DSL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The micro-process for DSL development is generic in the sense that it can be used in the context of different types of general-purpose development approaches, such as the UP or agile development Figure 10 . Project-specific tailoring of the DSL engineering process.
approaches. However, to apply the DSL engineering process in a particular project, it has to be tailored to fit into the corresponding organization's standard development approach or the specific approach of its project, and to meet the needs of the engineers conducting the DSL engineering process. Figure 10 shows the activities that need to be conducted for a project-specific tailoring of the DSL engineering process. In general, we first determine the characteristics of a particular DSL project. Next, we define a tailored control flow for this particular project, before we can execute the tailored engineering process. It is also possible to dynamically adapt a tailored DSL engineering process, for example if the characteristics of a project change. The characteristics of a particular DSL project are determined by the project type, the development approach, the people (or roles) involved in the project, the (monetary) budget, and the deadlines that must be met. In the second tailoring activity, these factors then define the surrounding conditions of a particular DSL engineering project and influence the control flow of the corresponding tailored process. Figure 11 shows two examples of tailored DSL engineering processes. In particular, Figure 11 (a) shows a process variant that starts with the engineering of a mockup language, and Figure 11 (b) shows a process for the extraction of a DSL from an existing system (see also Section 4). Similar to the process variant shown in Figure 3 , the tailored processes in Figure 11 show the main control and object flow of the corresponding variants. In addition to the links depicted in Figures 11(a) and (b) it is of course possible to move back in the process at any time. However, for the sake of simplicity we focus on the main flows.
In the following two sections, we provide more details on the two process tailoring examples.
Mockup language-driven DSL development
In case a domain is very complex and cannot be easily understood by the software engineers (e.g. air traffic control, definition of financial products, or power-plant control), DSL engineering requires the domain experts to be highly available for the development team. In such a project, it is sensible to raise the participation of the domain experts through the initial definition of a mockup language.
In particular, we start DSL development with the concrete syntax design and then distill the abstract syntax and semantics from this concrete syntax, as shown in Figure 11(a) . This means, the concrete syntax is developed together with a domain expert by utilizing the domain expert's domain knowledge. Next, a first prototype implementation of the resulting mockup language is developed. The prototype then serves as a means to perform acceptance testing activities, to further refine and tailor the concrete syntax to the domain expert's needs. This is done in multiple iterations to get closer to the domain abstractions in a stepwise manner. Please note that this approach is not driven by minor syntactical considerations, such as which types of parentheses to use. Instead, the focus of the mockup language design is to identify the domain abstractions and terminology. Hence, it makes sense to combine the mockup language-driven process with a domain engineering approach, such as domain-driven design [60] . In domain-driven design, the abstraction level targeted by the mockup language-driven process is called the ubiquitous language of the domain.
After a version of the prototype is completed, the corresponding DSL core language model and DSL behavior definition that result from this version of the prototype should be documented. Subsequently, the process continues with the next iteration to further enhance the draft version of the DSL. This co-evolution of the different DSL artifacts continues until the domain experts and software engineers define the DSL as complete (see Figure 11(a) ).
This process tailoring puts emphasis on checking the language model together with the domain experts. In particular, the subprocess for definition of the concrete syntax is guiding the whole DSL engineering process. This subprocess can either be performed iteratively or a syntax can be completely defined for a version of the language model. For instance, in case a second concrete syntax is added to a DSL, it often makes sense to specify the whole syntax at once. In our experience, a more iterative approach makes sense in case the language is used for incrementally illustrating and sketching domain concepts while the DSL is developed. This, of course, is dependent on the availability of the domain experts. Mockup language-driven DSL development is well suited for projects that follow an agile development approach [63, 64] , which advocate on-site domain experts (customers).
Extracting a DSL from an existing system
Sometimes the goal of an DSL development project is to define a DSL as an (additional) user interface for an existing software system. Therefore, a tailored engineering process for such a project adds an 'Identify elements in existing system/platform' analysis activity that identifies one or more elements of the system/platform (see Figure 11(b) ). Examples for such elements are system components or interfaces that can be mapped to language model elements. That is, the domain abstractions for the DSL can directly be derived from the existing system. In seldom cases (e.g. for small systems or very well-understood domains), it makes sense to map the whole existing system/platform to the DSL at once. However, in most real-world cases this type of engineering process is also iterative (see Figure 11(b) ).
If the architecture of the corresponding software system is documented (e.g. using a graphical modeling language such as the UML), this architecture description can be a valuable source for the elicitation of domain abstractions and DSL behavior. Here, domain experts either take part in the elicitation process or they review the resulting language model. The definition of the DSL's behavior and core language model can be further tailored, for example by how many DSL elements are specified in an iteration of the process or by defining how often the domain expert gets involved in the subprocess. This depends on the availability of the domain expert and how iterative the development process is. In less iterative processes, we usually specify the behavior of multiple elements at once. After defining the DSL core language model and behavior, the process proceeds with the definition of a concrete syntax and the integration with the platform. Integration with the platform here primarily means the definition of transformations from models (that conform to the language model) to code that is executable on the target platform.
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: ENGINEERING A DSL FOR RBAC
In this section, we describe an example application of our DSL engineering process for the development of a RBAC DSL. In particular, we applied the language model-driven variant of our process (see Section 5) to develop this RBAC DSL. Below we present a selected, yet representative, subset of the RBAC DSL specification to demonstrate the engineering tasks described in Section 5. A complete definition of the RBAC DSL, including all formal models and specification details, would be beyond the scope of this paper.
Defining the DSL's core language model
We have chosen to use the language model-driven variant of our process because the RBAC DSL is placed in a domain well known to the developers (see, e.g. [4, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] ). Therefore, it was sensible for us to start with a conceptual language model that can be incrementally refined as the DSL evolves. Figure 12 depicts our core language model of the RBAC domain as an UML2 class model. In the RBAC context (see [70, 71] ), an access control subject is an active entity (e.g. a human user or a software agent) that is (or should be) able to access objects (e.g. a file like an XML document, or a hardware resource such as a printer) in a particular information system. Each subject receives its permissions through the roles assigned to this particular subject. A role is an abstract entity that represents a certain type of subject in terms of the permissions granted to this type of subject. When modeled to represent human users, roles most often reflect the work profiles of a certain organization (see [66, 68] ). In its basic form, a permission consists of an operation, object tuple. It represents the right to perform the respective operation on the corresponding object. Moreover, permissions can be associated with context constraints. Context constraints define predicates that must evaluate to true in order to grant a certain access request. They allow for the consideration of context information in access decisions and enable the definition of additional conditions on permissions, such as time constraints (for details see [69] ). An access request is defined through a ternary association and consists of a subject, operation, object triple (see Figure 12 ). Access requests are granted if the respective subject owns a corresponding permission.
In RBAC, the relations between subjects and roles as well as between roles and permissions are called assignment relations (see [70, 71] ). As both assignment relations are many-to-many relations, each role can be assigned to different subjects and each permission can be assigned to different roles.
The core language model includes two recursive associations on Role. The first one defines that a role may have multiple junior and/or senior-roles. In RBAC, these junior and senior-relations are used to build role hierarchies. In a role hierarchy, senior-roles are more powerful than junior-roles, which means that a senior-role inherits the permissions assigned to its junior-roles.
The second recursive association on Role defines that each role may be mutual exclusive to one or more other roles (see Figure 12 ). Mutual exclusion is used to enforce the 'separation of duty' concept (see, e.g. [67, 70, 72] ), which directly affects role-to-subject and/or permission-to-role assignment. In access control, separation of duty constraints enforce conflict of interest policies. Conflict of interest arises as a result of the simultaneous assignment of two mutual exclusive roles (or permissions) to the same subject. Mutual exclusive roles (or permissions) result from the division of powerful rights or responsibilities to prevent fraud and abuse. An example is the common practice to separate the 'controller' role and the 'chief buyer' role in the medium-sized and large companies, or the separation of the 'trader' and 'internal revision' roles in investment banking.
In addition to the language model elements defined in Figure 12 , there are a number of domainspecific constraints on core language model elements. Here, we use the OCL [54] for defining these constraints. Of course, one may also use other modeling languages than UML and OCL to define a DSL language model and corresponding constraints (see also Section 3).
The following OCL constraint defines that a subject can never own two mutual exclusive roles:
context Subject inv: self.role->forAll(r1,r2 | r1.mutualExclusive->select(mer|mer.name=r2.name)->isEmpty() and r2.mutualExclusive->select(mer|mer.name=r1.name)->isEmpty() )
Furthermore, similar to permissions, separation of duty constraints is subject to inheritance (see, e.g. [67] ). Thus, we define the OCL constraints below to express that no role can be mutual exclusive to itself nor to one of its junior or senior roles: Analogous to roles, mutual exclusion can be applied to individual permissions (see Figure 12 ). This means, that two mutual exclusive permissions may never be assigned to the same role and that no junior-role is allowed to possess a permission that is mutual exclusive to the permissions assigned to one of its senior-roles. This is defined by the following OCL constraints:
context Role inv: self.permission->forAll(p1,p2| p1.mutualExclusive->select(mep|mep.name=p2.name)->isEmpty() and p2.mutualExclusive->select(mep|mep.name=p1.name)->isEmpty() ) inv: self.juniorRole->forAll(r| self.permission->forAll(p1| r.permission->forAll(p2| p1.mutualExclusive->select(mep|mep.name=p2.name)->isEmpty() )))
Finally, for the sake of completeness, we define that no permission can be mutual exclusive to itself:
The elements of the core language model (i.e. the classes and associations) determine the different language elements of our DSL. In addition, the core language model already determines and/or constrains the behavior of DSL elements to a certain degree. For example, the OCL constraints defined above specify invariants that must never be violated by an implementation (respectively the target platform) of the DSL. However, in addition to such invariants, a number of behavioral choices exist, which are not defined through the DSL's core language model. Therefore, we define the DSL's behavior as a next step. 
Defining DSL behavior
Because of our extensive experiences in the RBAC domain, we were able to completely define the behavior for each feature of the DSL before it got implemented (respectively mapped to the target platform). When, during implementation or other process stages, we observed issues with the DSL behavior specifications, we incrementally refined them.
For the RBAC DSL, we especially used extended UML activity diagrams (see [73] ) to model DSL behavior and the interaction of different concerns in the DSL. In a subsequent step, these activity models are further refined through UML interaction diagrams. The activity models then specify the high-level control flows that are independent of the implementation on concrete platforms, while the interaction models describe the platform-specific details (see also Section 7.4). Figure 13 depicts an activity diagram that shows the primary control flow for authorization decisions. Furthermore, it shows the interdependencies of the Authorization concern, the Role concern, the Permission concern, and the ContextConstraint concern.
The checkAccess language element is derived from the 'accessRequest' association shown in Figure 12 . The checkAccess element probably provides the most important functionality of the RBAC DSL and is applied to check if a certain access can be granted or must be denied, that is if a certain subject s is allowed to perform operation op on object ob (see Figures 12 and 13 ). After receiving a checkAccess message, the Authorization concern is responsible to make an access decision for the corresponding access request. In order to reach this decision, it has to interact with the Role concern. The Role concern then performs a role lookup procedure to determine the roles assigned to the respective subject. Subsequently, the Permission concern takes over to check the permissions that are assigned to the corresponding role objects. However, as mentioned above, to grant a certain access request it is not sufficient to own the appropriate permission-all context constraints associated with the corresponding permission must be fulfilled at the same time. Thus, if a certain permission actually grants the access request (indicated by returning 'true') the ContextConstraint concern intercepts the control flow to check the constraints linked to this particular permission object. Depending on the result of the permission and constraint checking procedures an 'access granted' or an 'access denied' message is issued (see Figure 13 ).
Defining a concrete syntax
In the next step, we define a concrete syntax for our RBAC DSL. At this point we like to point out that we conducted two projects to build RBAC DSLs (see also Section 8). In the first project, we defined a declarative XML-based concrete syntax that was primarily intended as a transfer syntax for exchanging RBAC DSL models over network connections. In the second project, we defined an additional textual syntax for an embedded RBAC DSL that is based on the same language model (see Sections 7.1 and 7.2). This embedded DSL is intended to be used by software developers. Moreover, our target platform for the RBAC DSL (the xoRBAC platform) provides GUI tools to create and manage RBAC models (see [65, 68, 69] ). This means, we can use the GUI tools of our target platform to manage the resulting RBAC models. In other words, with the xoRBAC target platform we get a graphical tool 'for free' and do not need to define an additional graphical syntax. Figure 14 shows the concrete syntaxes of our RBAC DSL. Below, we describe the development of the XML-based syntax in detail. In particular, we implemented a generator for the RBAC DSL that uses an XML parser to generate a DOM tree [74] , which is again transformed to a valid runtime model for our target platform (see Section 7.4). Figure 15 shows a tree view of the corresponding XML schema (actually it shows an excerpt for the most relevant elements). The schema defines structures to represent the different entities defined via the language model, such as a subject element, a role element, and so forth. Furthermore, to depict the role-to-subject assignment relation (see Section 7.1) the subject element includes a nested role element. However, to define a valid RBAC model with our DSL, the role element nested in subject must refer to a role defined via the top-level role element (see Figures 12 and 15) . To enforce this constraint, we use the key and keyref elements of XML schema (for details see [75] ). Other relations, such as permission-to-role assignment or mutual exclusion (separation of duties) are realized accordingly (see Figure 15 ).
In the example from Figure 14 , we have defined two subjects, Sarah and Sophie. Sarah owns the roles Analyst and Trader, while Sophie is assigned to the role InternalRevision. The Analyst role has a directly assigned permission Publish Recommendation and inherits the permissions Read Report and Edit Report from its junior-role Junior Analyst. The Trader role has two directly assigned permissions and is defined as mutual exclusive to the InternalRevision role (note that ssd is an abbreviation of 'static separation of duty', see also [67] ). Finally, each permission consists of an operation, object pair-for example, the Read TradeRecord permission defines the right to perform the operation read on objects of type traderecord. Figure 16 . The role and permission concerns with concernSpec stereotypes [73] .
In Figure 17 , we see an interaction diagram that models the invocation sequence of the Role concern in xoRBAC. After receiving a checkAccess message, the corresponding Role object invokes the checkAccess method on the permission objects assigned to this particular role. If one of the permissions grants the access by returning 'true', the Role object immediately stops checking its permissions (see the 'break' InteractionOperator in Figure 17 ), writes a corresponding log entry, and returns the access decision.
Transformation of DSL language elements
After mapping the different DSL artifacts to our target platform, we define DSL-to-platform transformations that actually generate executable artifacts, which 'produce' the desired behavior on the target platform.
In our RBAC DSL, we used XML schema to define a concrete textual syntax (see Section 7.3). Now we have a number of different choices how to define transformations from XML-based DSL expressions to executable xoRBAC models. One option is to define a respective XSLT template. However, while XSLT is well suited to define transformations between relatively simple (and static) structures, the templates soon become very complicated for more complex and dynamic target domains. As a consequence such templates are hard to maintain in case the DSL and/or the target platform evolve.
Moreover, for the RBAC DSL it is not sufficient to simply transform a certain XML-based DSL expression to a corresponding executable model element of the xoRBAC platform. Instead, the transformations or, to be more precise, the generator applying the transformations must have a certain knowledge of the RBAC domain to produce executable models that conform to the semantics specified for the DSL (see also [4, 69, 73] ).
For the above reasons, we decided to implement a generator component that reads the concrete syntax of our RBAC DSL and produces conforming executable xoRBAC models. Figure 18 the conceptual structure of this generator. In particular, the generator uses tDOM [77] to parse XML-based DSL expressions and to access the resulting DOM tree [74] . The DOM tree provides a runtime representation of the XML input and allows to flexibly access the different DSL expressions. The generator accesses the DOM tree via tDOM and generates a conforming executable xoRBAC model (see Figure 18 ). Figure 19 shows an example of such an xoRBAC runtime model. Figure 20 shows an activity model that defines the corresponding action sequence in detail: After receiving a document with DSL expressions, the generator dispatches the corresponding XML document to tDOM and invokes the 'Parse document' action. The tDOM component parses the document, builds the respective DOM tree, and returns this DOM tree (respectively a reference to the DOM tree) back to the generator. The generator then applies the DSL-to-platform transformations and invokes the corresponding xoRBAC methods. As a result of these method calls, xoRBAC produces a conforming executable model and respective method return values that may be processed by the generator or other services.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE VARIOUS PROJECTS
The research presented in this paper is based on our experiences from various projects. In each of the corresponding projects we analyzed and verified many details of our DSL engineering process, and changed it, when mismatches occurred. In the course of the projects, at first, we started to construct an informal DSL engineering process guide and added all DSL development activities that we observed in our data. However, we then realized that this first (intermediate) result did not completely fit our observed data from the projects. Hence, we refined the result by explicitly describing the activities that we conduct when engineering a DSL, including their respective inputs and outputs. This evolved version was still unsatisfactory, as it neglected the implicit process aspects that we observed in our analysis. For this reason, in the third iteration, we added the tailoring step reported in Section 6 that better reflects the observed DSL projects and other available data. In a similar way, all details of our results were also refined in an iterative manner. In addition to many other projects, we observed and analyzed 14 DSL projects in-depth, which are summarized in Table II § . To illustrate the main lessons learned in terms of the selection and tailoring of the DSL development process, as well as the different influencing factors, we summarize the main considerations for each of these projects:
• Bibliography management: This project was a small-scale project with only one developer in a University institute's Web site and information system administration setting. Test-driven development was used as the software development approach. The developer understood the domain and was a DSL user himself. A domain-model could rather easily be derived from the concrete syntax because the domain was well understood. Other potential users of the DSL where only initially involved-and hence a mockup language-driven micro-process was chosen because mainly the syntax needed to be agreed upon. Only one iteration of the mockup language-driven process was needed to develop an initial version of the DSL.
• BPMN process modeling: This project was a longer duration project embedded in a research project. Two people were involved in architecting the DSL. The development was mainly carried out by one developer, but access to the DSL users was very limited (only a few meetings). An agile process and test-driven development were chosen for the overall project. The main focus of the project was on the evolution of the models-the textual DSL syntax was mainly used as a convenient way to populate the models. A highly iterative version of the language model-driven micro-process was chosen, as it was the most efficient way to facilitate the communication of architects and developers between the project's regular releases.
• Compliance metadata: This project had a very similar setting as the BPMN process modeling and for the same reasons a language model-driven micro-process was chosen here.
• DSL editor specification: This project also had a very similar setting as the previous two projects, but there was one major difference: the syntax of the language played an important role, as user acceptance was regarded as a crucial success factor for the project. Hence, a mockup language-driven micro-process was chosen and executed in a highly iterative fashion. The mockup language design was frequently discussed with potential DSL users to get user input early on.
• Data backup: This project was a case study to develop a DSL for the specification of backup policies. The intention was to build an embedded DSL for XOTcl developers. Thus, a major requirement was the specification of a syntax that can easily be used by XOTcl developers. For this reason, we chose an agile development approach based on the mockup language-driven process variant. In particular, we used our own XOTcl expertise and collected feedback from two other domain experts (XOTcl developers) to iteratively adapt the syntax. The backup DSL was then implemented as an embedded XOTcl DSL that can be used in other XOTcl programs.
• Document archiving: This project was an industry project with the goal to reengineer a largescale industry system. The system had a large set of developers. Little languages were used for various tasks in this system. The goal of the project was to architecturally improve the system. The existing little languages of the system were improved using a unified DSL concept. The domain concepts as implemented by the existing system were not in question. The main users of the DSL were the system developers and teams configuring the system for customers. For these reasons, it made sense to follow the 'extracting DSL from existing system' microprocess-and then gradually improve the design in frequent meetings.
• Multimedia home platform: This project was an industry project with the goal to develop a proof-of-concept prototype. The main development work was carried out by one PhD student. The design was carried out in a larger group, and also frequently discussed with 10 potential customers. However, over the course of this project these meetings were rather infrequent. The project was then taken over by the developers of the company. The mockup language-driven micro-process was chosen, as people on the customer sites were unfamiliar with modeling concepts such as the UML. The syntax-driven discussion of the DSL concepts, based on examples, helped to obtain as much as possible of the domain experience in a short time frame.
• Role-based access control: In this project we built an XML-based RBAC DSL. Because of our expertise in the RBAC domain, we chose the language-driven variant of the development process. Section 7 describes this project in detail.
• Role-based access control: This project was a follow-up case study of our first RBAC DSL project (see also Section 7). In particular, we aimed to build an embedded DSL for the xoRBAC platform. In this project, changing or extending the xoRBAC platform was not intended. Moreover, an API documentation of xoRBAC was available. Therefore, we chose to follow the 'extracting DSL from existing system' variant of our process. Because of our experiences from the first RBAC DSL project, and because of our detailed knowledge of the xoRBAC platform, we were able to conduct the project in only 4 weeks. No additional domain experts were involved in the project.
• SOA architectural views: This project was a research project and development was carried out by five PhD students. Domain knowledge is provided by regular architecting sessions, patterns on the domain, and infrequent discussions and reviews with industrial DSL users. Because the different developers work on separate areas and DSLs with some overlaps, we decided to follow the language model-driven micro-process, as it turns out to be efficient for the discussions. This was feasible because most of the domain experts were familiar with modeling abstractions.
• Software testing: This DSL project was part of a larger research project where we investigated the testing of dynamically changing runtime structures and dynamically changing runtime behavior of software programs. Our target platform was the dynamic object-oriented programming language XOTcl, and the intended users (i.e. domain experts) are XOTcl developers. Thus, the goal of this project was to build an embedded testing DSL in XOTcl. At the beginning of the project, we only had basic knowledge of the testing domain. Therefore, we decided to choose the mockup language-driven process variant and started with the definition of a concrete syntax. Two other XOTcl developers were consulted as domain experts to provide feedback on the embedded DSL. Both domain experts were available on short notice. Based on the discussions, the interim versions of the resulting mockup language were iteratively refined.
• Software architectural knowledge: This project was a small-scale project that was conducted as part of the infrastructure work needed for a research project. As it has a very similar setting as the bibliography management project, we used the mockup language-driven micro-process for the same reasons.
• Software documentation: This project had a similar setting as the bibliography management project and hence we used the mockup language-driven micro-process for the same reasons.
• Workflow definition: This project was a case study to develop an embedded DSL for the specification of workflows on the source code level. In particular, the DSL should provide language abstractions for the definition of processes that consist of several tasks, which are performed sequentially and/or in parallel. Moreover, the tasks are assigned to roles and only owners of an adequate role are allowed to perform the corresponding tasks. From our experiences, we knew that it is often convenient to develop embedded DSLs using the mockup language-driven process variant. As always when using this process variant, the DSL was developed in an iterative fashion. In this project, we had one external domain expert who provided valuable insights into the process modeling domain. The domain expert was available on short notice, which allowed for rapid feedback loops.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We introduced an experience-based approach for the systematic development of DSLs. The approach provides guidance for DSL developers and facilitates the communication between engineers and domain experts. Moreover, it provides an integrated view on the respective domain and the different models defining the corresponding DSL. Our research is based on experiences from numerous DSL projects and a substantial amount of studies and experiments in the field (see Section 8).
In addition to our own experiences, we applied techniques like observations and interviews with other professional developers to shape the approach, and we successfully applied the approach in follow-up projects.
In particular, we identified the activities that we conduct when engineering a DSL. We described the definition process of DSL language models and explained the activities to define a behavior definition. Moreover, we described how we specify a concrete syntax that conforms to the DSL's abstract syntax, and the integration of the different DSL models with the respective target platform. Our engineering process is intended to be performed in a incremental fashion to allow for an evolutionary enhancement of DSLs, including the definition of different concrete syntaxes for the same DSL. Moreover, to achieve a high flexibility we described how the engineering process can be tailored to the specifics of actual projects. This means, our approach allows for the adaption of the development process, for example by adapting the control flow of the process or by adding or removing (sub)activities. Furthermore, the approach can be used with any suitable modeling technique and does not prescribe specific modeling languages. Therefore, DSL developers are free to chose the most appropriate tools and techniques when engineering a DSL.
In principle, our approach is applicable in each project that aims to develop DSLs in an MDSD context and/or DSLs as extensions for dynamic programming languages. In Section 6, we presented different tailored variants of our process that we applied in several projects. However, if completely different or new/innovative techniques are used for designing and implementing the DSLs, it is likely that the development process must be tailored in a different way. In general, tailoring allows to customize our DSL development process to project-specific requirements. Aside from defining a customized development process for a DSL project, the tailoring phase discloses possible differences or varieties of a certain DSL project. If such differences are found in more than one project, they are further investigated if they can or must be included in our overall approach to DSL development. In our future work, we therefore continue to validate and enhance the approach in an evolutionary fashion. A benefit of using our approach is that DSL designers and developers can rely on proven microprocesses and can focus on their work task at hand, instead of specifying their own DSL processes. Compared with general-purpose processes, our approach has the benefit to focus on the specific activities and artifacts of DSL development. That is, it ensures that the specific tasks of DSL development are explicitly considered and not forgotten. The micro-processes can be adapted and used in most general-purpose SW engineering processes, but tailoring them into these generalpurpose processes requires some effort. Thus, compared with rigid process models, explaining step by step how to develop a DSL, our approach has the benefit to offer more freedom and design choices. However, as a drawback some effort for tailoring is required.
